So you want
a puppy?
Almost a million puppies
are purchased in the
United Kingdom every
year. We truly are a
nation of dog lovers!
But where do
all the puppies
come from?

Half the puppies purchased in the UK each
year come from puppy farms.
A puppy farm is an intensive dog breeding facility
where animal welfare is disregarded in order to
maintain low overheads and maximise profits.
They operate both legally and illegally in the UK,
and thousands more puppies are trafficked from
abroad every year.
Puppies from puppy farms are bred in isolated,
barren conditions, lacking socialisation with
humans and other animals. This leads to raising
fearful or aggressive dogs.
They are often sold without necessary
vaccinations or health checks.
The life of a breeding dog on a puppy farm
is stressful and physically draining. They are
treated like machines to profit puppy farmers.
When they stop breeding at a profitable rate,
they are killed or abandoned.

You have the power to end the puppy
farming crisis.
Adopt, don’t shop. For the best friend you’ll ever
have, choose a rescue dog.
If buying a puppy, see the puppy suckling from
their mother. If you don’t see this happening,
you may be buying from a puppy farmer or their
dealer.
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Don’t meet and buy on the same day. Responsible
breeders will invite you to meet the puppy and
their mother at least once before buying. You will
collect the pup a few weeks later, when they are old
enough to be separated from mum.
Never buy a puppy from a pet shop. Responsible
breeders never trade via pet shops.

Make a kinder choice for dogs and together
we will end puppy farming forever.
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